Patch-based local learning method for cerebral blood flow quantification with arterial spin-labeling MRI.
Arterial spin-labeling (ASL) perfusion MRI is a non-invasive method for quantifying cerebral blood flow (CBF). Standard ASL CBF calibration mainly relies on pair-wise subtraction of the spin-labeled images and controls images at each voxel separately, ignoring the abundant spatial correlations in ASL data. To address this issue, we previously proposed a multivariate support vector machine (SVM) learning-based algorithm for ASL CBF quantification (SVMASLQ). But the original SVMASLQ was designed to do CBF quantification for all image voxels simultaneously, which is not ideal for considering local signal and noise variations. To fix this problem, we here in this paper extended SVMASLQ into a patch-wise method by using a patch-wise classification kernel. At each voxel, an image patch centered at that voxel was extracted from both the control images and labeled images, which was then input into SVMASLQ to find the corresponding patch of the surrogate perfusion map using a non-linear SVM classifier. Those patches were eventually combined into the final perfusion map. Method evaluations were performed using ASL data from 30 young healthy subjects. The results showed that the patch-wise SVMASLQ increased perfusion map SNR by 6.6% compared to the non-patch-wise SVMASLQ.